Introduction
Question Answering (QA) systems receive natural language written questions and look for exact answers. If we ask "Que animalé o Cocas?" (in English: What kind of animal is Cocas?), a QA system could answer: peluche (plush doll), rã (true frog), sapo (toad), verde (has the green color), or even porco (pig) if found as the specie of some pet named Cocas ( the Portuguese name for Kermit The Frog, from The Muppet Show). Most open domain QA systems look for answers in Web documents or plain text files [Forner et al. 2008] , possibly in static and local collections [Carvalho et al. 2009 ] [Amaral et al. 2008 ] [Saias and Quaresma 2008] . Candidate answers are expressions that fit into the expected type of answer for the question category that are related to the question focus, in some document. To handle multiple acceptable answers within a wide list of bogus results is a challenge. Even morphologically different answers might have some semantic connection that can be useful for an informed choice. We propose a method to increase QA systems accuracy by executing an answer appreciation phase over the extraction result that goes beyond the usual QA answer validation.
Method
While deciding which possible answer is the best for a question, one considers remembrances of those answer concepts in memory and all known meanings for a term. Inspired by that human process [Duch et al. 2007 ], our methodology consists on building an associative structure, where all possible answer meanings can be represented along with other semantic information possibly relevant to the question. Within this structure, semantic resemblance can be detected between answers. This can be seen as local consensus or mutual reinforcement, suggesting that those answers are more plausible and thus may be promoted. This method is language and domain independent. Firstly, we create nodes for each factoid answer. Next step looks for the first level of semantic information for those nodes and will connect them to new nodes. Each link from one node to another has a type that represents a semantic relation. Links also have a weight w rel , such that 0 < w rel <= 1, with the expected confidence degree for that relation. New nodes are obtained with a methodology inspired by previous dictionary based work [Oliveira et al. 2008] and by the SESEMI system [Vanderwende 1995 ]. An on-line dictionary is used to get a definition for each factoid. A rule based module reads the definition syntactic tree, from the morpho-syntactical analyzer PALAVRAS [Bick 2000 ], considering nouns, verbs and adjectives whose disposition suggests semantic relations hyponymy, meronymy, synonym and antonym. The definition for the first answer in the example is 'peluche: s.m. -Boneco revestido com tecido felpudo'. Its structure suggests a relation between peluche and its definition core noun element: boneco (in English: doll). The last step is the node expansion. For each existing node, related concepts and semantic relations are imported from associative information resources, such as ontologies or synonym tables. The resulting semantic network is drawn in figure 1. Longer answers with definitions or descriptions begin by identifying the key elements in their text, with a syntax based approach, as described in [Saias 2010 ]. The full answer node will connect to these key element nodes, which will be expanded through the process mentioned before.
The spreading activation method is inspired in Information Retrieval work from Fabio Crestani [Crestani 1997 ]. Each answer node has an activation level (AL) equal to his answer weight at QA extraction phase. Remaining nodes start with AL = 0. A node can be in active or inactive status. The answer space activation threshold (AT ) is 80% of the twentieth best answer weight, or the last if there are less than 20 results. The active state is achieved if AL >= AT . When the algorithm is applied to an answer node, only its activation level is considered and propagated to his neighbor nodes as described later. If other nodes become active and have not yet been processed, then the spreading activation process is applied to them. Each relation semantics determines also a propagation coefficient to manage how intense the propagation will be for that relation. These coefficient values can be found at [Saias 2010] . A neighbor node receiving propagation value P ropV will update its activation level according to the first equation on the left of figure 2. The starting activation level AL 0 is added to an amount with two components: a node expansion multiple of an integer value K to reflect the quantity of propagations the target node has received; and P ropV average. RP C represents the relation propagation coefficient. The RP C fraction will multiply K per 1 or -1, reflecting that semantic relation's activation reinforcement or inhibition. After some tests, the constant 5 was chosen for K. The value propagated to a neighbor node depends on the relation coefficient and a reference activation level Ref Act origin . If the propagation source is the answer node doing the spreading process, this reference value is that node activation level. For other cases Ref Act origin is the value that the origin node received before as P ropV . W rel is the relation weight. The semantic activation spectrum for an answer node A is the semantic network segment of nodes that became in active status with A's spreading activation process. The answer space in figure 1 has activation threshold 65. Nodes with underlined text in figure 2 are in active status, after executing the spreading activation process for the two answers shown. This means that the only active node in sapo's spectrum is batrachian, shown on the rigth. We compare each semantic activation spectrum and find out that there is one node in common to two answer spectrums. This means that answers rã and sapo have some semantic affinity. Having such semantic proximity, we can say that these two answers provide a mutual reinforcement. Thus, they can receive an increase of their weight.
Another technique based on the same principle is to apply the spreading activation process to all answer nodes, in order to obtain a combined activation spectrum. The answer nodes connected to these hyperactive nodes can receive a weight increase because they are close to something with semantic relevance. Applying the combined activation spectrum method to the example, we got 78 as the highest activation level on non answer nodes, for batrachian. That raises the weight of closer answers rã and sapo, once more.
Experiment
To evaluate the effect of this method we set up an experiment with a collection of Definition and What questions, written in Portuguese language. After the extraction phase all candidate answers were stored in a database, along with their weight, and then assessed by a human as correct or incorrect. Then we collected some statistic elements for each question: hit on system (first) answer (yes/no); first correct answer on rank (FC); first wrong answer on rank (FW); hit rate in top 5 and in top 10. Definition questions had a total of 742 candidate answers, from which 112 (or 15%) were short expressions considered factoids. For category What, we had a collection of 316 results, from which 174 (or 55%) were factoid answers. Afterward, we applied the semantic network based answer appreciation method for answer list reranking. Each answer, eventually having an updated weight, was again stored in a database and the statistic report tool was run. Table Table 1 
Discussion
This paper presents an automatic answer appreciation technique based on semantic networks and a spreading activation process. The goal is to enhance the results believed to be the most plausible. Our method allows two techniques, spectrum similarity and combined spectrum, described in two variants each: with and without bonus limit. The system answer success rate may increase up to 20% more with these techniques. The CS results were different in each question class. This can be due to the greater homogenity in Definition answers. Answers extracted to category What are semantically heterogeneous or scattered. This way the combined spectrum is somewhat vague and undefined. On answer space building, the core elements identification is sometimes unaccomplished. As future work we emphasize a further study to determine the propagation coefficient appropriate to each semantic relation, as well as the impact of propagation in the semantic activation of a neighbor node. We use the semantic affinity to promote answers. This works if most answers are correct (as shown by previous answer comparison based methods [Dalmas and Webber 2007] ) or at least if there are no big clusters of semantically tied wrong answers. It is unlikely that a QA system produce such negative clusters, so this method seems to be suitable to improve text answer ranking and to favor correct results.
